WALL-E
In 2805, Earth abandoned and contaminated with garbage, with
its people evacuated by megacorporation Buy-N-Large on giant
star-liners. BNL has left behind WALL-E robot trash compactors
to clean up, however, all have since stopped
functioning, except one unit who has gained
sentience and can stay active using parts from
other units. One day, WALL-E discovers a
healthy seedling, which he returns to his home.
Later, an unmanned spaceship lands and
deploys an EVE probe to scan the planet.
WALL-E infatuated with EVE, who is
initially hostile but gradually befriends
him. When WALL-E brings EVE to his
trailer and shows her the plant, however,
she suddenly takes the plant and goes
into standby mode. WALL-E, confused,
unsuccessfully tries to reactivate her.
The ship then returns to collect EVE, and
with WALL-E clinging on, returns to its
mothership, the star-liner Axiom.
Therefor, Wall-E is a Robot so it consists of two
essential parts:
 Mechanical parts.
Mechanical parts the structure or the skeleton of it.
That supposed to move (Wall E), but it will not be able to move
anything without the control part.
 Control part.
It is the brain or the nervous system which gives the power or the
energy to move the body
Structure (Wall-E).

Mechanical parts
 Body:
It is like a cube.
It has made from Aluminum bars and
connected through pins.
Note: That we used Aluminum bars
as it is easy to shape it unlike the steel
although the steel is harder but in
Wall-E Aluminum bars will be lighter
on the motors and this make the
movement easier.
For covering we used foam board and
printed design of the body and then
stick the design into the foam board.

 Head:

1. Material:

There is many material I can use in making the head we are going to
mention them and mention advantages and disadvantages for each-one.
 Acrylic:
Advantages: very hard, does not affected with corrosives or the
climate factors and light in weight.
Disadvantages: very expensive.
 Compressed wood (MDF).
Advantages: low in cost than Acrylic, light in weight.
Disadvantages: It absorb the moisture from air and liquid also
therefore, that will affect on it in two sides. First, it is smell will
be very rankness, second it will puff and after while it will break
down so this material is not practical for the head.
 Compressed foam board:
Advantages: very cheap comparing with the Acrylic and the
MDF, very light, you can easily shape it.
Disadvantages: It can be eroding by any spray.

2. Design:

 If we designed the head as a solid part it would be very heavy and
this will increase of the head torque. Therefore, we need a motor
with high torque.
 And, if we wanted to make the head as solid part we had to make it
by two ways the first one by molten cast model and this will be very
expensive and need time, the second way is to make it by 3D
printing and this also will be very expensive.
 For solving this problem, we made the head from compressed foam
board laminations and agglutinate the laminations together to
make them one part.
 This way was very exhausted as you need to agglutinate the
laminations by yourself but it is very cheap comparing with the two
others ways but and it will be lighter than the two ways.

 We designed the head on Solid work and then cut the compressed
foam board by the laser cutter machine as it will be easy and fast.
The head consisted of two parts (two front s) and (two back parts).
We connected them by making small holes in every part and
connected them through wooden rod.
 We used to servos motor to move the head one for left and right
and the other for up and down.

3. The final view:

 As we mentioned on of compressed foam board disadvantages is
that it can be eroding by
any spray. Therefore, we
had to cover it with
paper glutinous to
protect the foam board
from eroding and then
splatters it by gray
spray.

 Neck:

1) Material:


2)

Acrylic: we used it as we need material can handle the head weight
and do not break down.

Design:

 We designed the neck on solid work and then cut the Acrylic by laser
cutting machine.
 The design is a cylindrical part like humane neck, we assembly the
neck parts and assembly the neck with the head by using wax gun.

 Movement mechanism (Legs):
Consist of (materials & commonnent):






Motors.
Free Wheels(Pulleys).
Rubber belt.
Rubber covers
Alaminum body.

Steps of assemblying the leg parts:
1. Making the structuer of legs by Aluminum bars, connecting three bars
two horizontal and parallel and the third bar is vertical between them,
that will be like (I) shape.
 The horizontal axis:
you have to let one side of the bar open
to fix motors and make holes in the
other side to fix the free
wheels(pulleys).
 The vertical axis:
It is the connecting bar between the
inclined and the horizontal bar.
 The incilden axis:
You need to make four hols to fix the free wheels.
2.

We used a right angle hollow shaft motor to rotate the wheels
in all directions (Forward, Reverce, Right, Left).

3. The wheels are made of Artelon material.
There are two different sizes, the large is
driven by the motors and the small rotates
freely.
4. Put the rubber cover around the wheels to
increase the friction between the wheels and
the belt and this will increase the friction
between the belt and the ground.

5. Put the belt around the wheels.

6. connect two legs together by connecting
aluminum bars between them, these bars
act as suspension system for the body of
WALL-E and finally paint the legs by black
spray.

Leg Design on solid work

 Hand mechanism:

a) We made the structure of the arms by
connecting two Aluminum bars.
b) In this part of WALL-E there are two kinds of
motions linear and circular.
 Leaner motion:
In this motion, we can move forward and backward. You can make this
movement by using power screw with DC motor.
 Circular motion:
We used it to move WALL-Es’ arm in round motion
as our arms.
There are many kinds of motors as Servo, Stepper, and DC.
 Firstly, we used servo motor with high torque,
it is gear box could not stand. As there was high
stress if anyone wants to move the arms when
the power is off.
 Therefore, we thought to use stepper motor, but
it was very large with the required torque.
 Finally, we decided to use DC motors and see if it
works or not!!
DC motors worked very well as the speed was reducing
because the torque was very high.
We faced some problems:
 Vibration from power screw.
We over come it by putting a bearing in the end of the
screw to hold it and reduce vibrations.
 Connection between nut power screw
and the arm
We over come it by putting a
cylindrical part and weld in it the nut of
power screw from one side, and in the
other side we put the, motor inside it to
give the rotational motor.

but

Control Parts
 Movement:

 Control parts: batteries, Arduino, 1 Shield,
wires, and motors therefore, for controlling the
motors, we need motor drivers or relays to
control the motors directions we used relays
module as the motor drivers can not stand the
drawn ampere.
 In Wall-E, we used DC motors as we mentioned in
Mechanical part.
 For controling with arduino there was to many options like
using bluetooth module or Wi-Fi module or USB gamepad or Wireless
gamepad.
 As we mentioned we will use 1 Shield it
connect with phone by bluetooth and it
has many functions or shield inside it
you can see all its’ features from
(https://1sheeld.com/), we are going to
use Gamepad Shield it is like joy steak
or the Bluetooth module android app
and you can now more about it

from(http://1sheeld.com/shields/gamepad-shield/) or Voice Recognition
Shield from 1 Shield you can also now more about it from
(https://1sheeld.com/shields/voice-recognition-shield/).

 Hand:
Wall-Es’ hands are much like human hands without elbows. Therefore, it is
movement will be up and down.
We can use servo motors for this but there was a problem, the torque on the
axes of the motors was very big. Therefore, there were three options:
1. Use a servo motor with the proper torque but it will be expensive.
2. Use a stepper motor but it will be expensive too.
3. Use a DC motor.
We tried the DC motor and it was so perfect, it can stand the torque, its R.P.M
fine and not so fast and it’s cost is
acceptable.
Therefore, we used relays to control
the motors as we mentioned in the
movements.
But we used Bluetooth module to
control the arms.
 After connecting the circuit, you
just need to download app on your
smart phone and start controlling
the arms.
We did not use the 1Shield to control
the arms too as there were not enough
buttons in the Gamepad. Therefore, we had
to make the hand contorl seprate from the
movement.

 Voice:

There are many techniques you can use to talk to WALL-E and
making Wall-E reply on you.
 You can put a microphone inside body to talk with Wall-E, but this is not
working because the surrounding environment must be very quiet for
receiving the voices and you should be so close to it.
That was not working so, we tried to find another way to solve this issue.
 Therefore, we decided to use the phone microphone and connect it with
the Bluetooth module to the Arduino.
 There was a voice recognizer shield and a voice
shield, the first one to understand the voices and
the other for replying.
But that was not effective for many reasons: the
most important reasons were that the voice shield
had limited voices to save in it and, we will need to
connect two shields with the Arduino and that was
a waste of power.

 Therefore, we search for a shield compile between
them.
 There was a shield enable us to use all sensors in the
phone including voice recognizer it called 1 shield and
we mentioned it in movement so you can back to.
That was an easier way.
To make WALL-E reply on you, you will need a SD card
module to play the sounds you want, the advantages
are you can play any amount of sound you like and you
can make your own voices.
If you connect the SD module directly to the speaker it is
voice will be very low so, we searched for a solution.

We tried many circuits we are going to mention them.

I.

II.

III.

The first circuit is using transistor and bunch of
capacitors and resistors, it did not amplify the
output so much so, we had to search for another
solution.

The second circuit is using an op amp LM386, but there was noise in the
output voice too.

We decided
to use a stereo
speaker.

There are some issues in the voice
signal itself, you must change its
frequency and the amplitude for a
proper number for aberuncate of
noise and to make the volume is
higher. You can use this site to change
the frequency and the amplitude
(http://audio.onlineconvert.com/convert-to-wav).
 If you are going to buy speakers
make sure that the more your
ohms are very small, the more
output voice will be clear.

Heart Sensor:
Simply clip the Pulse Sensor to your earlobe or finger tip and plug it into your 3
or 5 Volt Arduino and you are ready to read heart rate! The 24" cable on the
Pulse Sensor is end with standard male headers so there is no soldering
needed.
Our goal is to find successive moments of instantaneous heart beat and
measure the time between
The main theory
Is When the heart pumps blood through the body, with every beat there is a
pulse wave (kind of like a shock wave) that travels along all arteries to the very
extremities of capillary tissue where the Pulse Sensor is attached.
Pulse Sensor Amped responds to relative changes in light intensity. If the
amount of light incident on the sensor remains constant, the signal value will
remain at (or close to) 512 (midpoint of ADC range). More light and the signal
goes up. Less light, the opposite. Light from the green LED that is reflected to
the sensor changes during each pulse.

For this you will need a LCD to show the sensor readings.
All you need to attach the Arduino with the LCD and make them
appear on LCD screen.

 Finishing:

 Took the dimensions of wall-Es’ body.
 Printed the design of wall-E on certain kind of paper, to put on foam board
and fix it to wall-E’s body, by using double face tape.
The front is one part.
The back are three parts.
The two sides each side two parts.
The other parts:
The arm – The legs .
 We used sprays with Black, Yellow and Silver colors.

